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Robert Harding
Manuel Castells's Technocultural Epoch in The Information
Age
ManuelCastells writes on economy and society in the age of postmoderncapital
in his sociological trilogy The InformationAge, publishedin 1996-98. Aiming
for a "groundedtheory" (Kreisler 3)-a hybridizedapproachthat synthesizes
contemporaryFrench thoughtwith an American empirical tradition-Castells
stresses thathis work is based on directobservationratherthanmerely "playing
with words" (Kreisler 3), an approachhe associates with those who "deconstruct" and abstractly theorize. As he writes at the beginning of the second
volume of the trilogy, The Power of Identity: "This is not a book aboutbooks"
(2).
In this essay, I will trace the developmentof what Castells calls information
society. My approachinvolves three overlappingtracks. First, I sketch what
Castells calls network "flows"-of images, wealth and power-in global
informationtechnology. Secondly, I evaluate social changes arising out of the
networksociety andhow they redefineidentityin bothglobal andlocal contexts.
Finally, I read selected science fiction texts with a view to remarking on
fictional parallels with Castells's theses on informationalism.
Castells is known for his cross-culturalapproach, fusing research into the
information-technologyrevolutionin the San FranciscoBay area with quantitative and qualitativedata drawn from Europe, Latin America, and the AsianPacific Rim. In Volume 1 of TheInformationAge, TheRise of NetworkSociety,
Castells demonstratesthat an information-basedfuture will materializein the
form of a new kind of urbanspace: the "new global economy and the emerging
informationalsociety have indeed a new spatial form, which develops in a
variety of social and geographicalcontexts: megacities" (Rise 434). He then
outlines how future urbandevelopmentwill assume new levels of power and
influence: "mega-citiesarticulatethe global economy, link up the informational
networks, and concentratethe world's power" (Rise 434). Castells projectsthis
mode of development by detailing a Chinese example, the emerging "Hong
Kong-Shenzen-Canton-Pearl River Delta-Macau-Zhuhai metropolitan
regional system" (Rise 436), which constitutesa massive transformationof the
social world for global marketingand informationalpurposes.
Like sociologist Max Weber, Castells seeks to define the spirit of the age.
Where Weber studiedthe animatingforce of the industrialage in the Protestant
work ethic, Castells sees the ethos of the informationage in the network.In his
essay "The New Weber," Chris Freemanwrites thatCastells "characterisesthe
'informationalsociety' as essentially a capitalist system" (156). As Castells
himself puts it:
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[In] the historical period of the rise of informationalism,capitalism, albeit in
new, profoundlymodified forms vis-ai-visthe time of Weber's writing, is still
operating as the dominant economic form. Thus, the corporate ethos of
accumulation,the renewedappealof consumerism,are drivingculturalforms in
the organisationsof informationalism.(Rise 198)

For Castells, the era of network society representsthe first time in history that
the basic unit of economic organizationis not a subject but a network. The
creation of easy-access computer networks was the work of the Clinton
administration, which appointed a task force to oversee the planning of a
NationalInformationInfrastructure.The firstofficial governmentpublicationof
this task force envisioned the formationof "a seamless web of communication
networks, databases, and consumer electronics" (qtd in Latham 181). The
informationsuperhighway,as Vice-PresidentAl Gore dubbedit, markeda new
era of organizationin Western society; as Rob Lathamobserves, the infobahn
"realizes the epochal promise of [Alvin] Toffler's 'Third Wave' society,
decentralizing power and demassifying markets on an unprecedentedscale"
(182).
This network organization is also the cultural glue that holds society
together. It is this phenomenonthatFreemandescribesas the "ethicalfoundation
of the network enterprise" and "the spirit of informationalismitself" (156).
Castells defines this informationalspirit as "the cultureof creative destruction
accelerated to the speed of the opto-electroniccircuits that process its signals.
Schumpetermeets Weber in the cyberspace of the network enterprise"(Rise
199). Thereare reverberationshere of the Marxismfoundin MarshallBerman's
All That Is Solid Melts Into Air (1988), where "towns and cities and whole
regions and even nationsthatembracethem all-all these are made to be broken
tomorrow"(99). This creative destruction,carried by a "multifacetedvirtual
culture," "enforcespowerful economic decisions at every momentin the life of
the network"(Rise 199; emphasisin original).
Contemporarycritics see Castells's work on the network society as most
closely resemblingthe "postindustrial"theories of Daniel Bell, a disillusioned
Marxistwho eventuallybecame a culturalconservative.Castells, while situating
himself in a more radical intellectual tradition than Bell's liberal Weberian
framework, nevertheless acknowledges his debt to the man he describes as a
"forebear... of informationalism"("Informationalism"26). Indeed, Bell's The
Comingof Post-IndustrialSociety (1973) was a key text for Castells, presaging
the demise of revolutionarypossibilities in a pluralist society dominatedby
information technology. Castells's work also bears some resemblance to
Anthony Giddens's sociology: both share initially radical instincts that have
gradually shifted over the course of their careers, leading them to adopt a
compromisedform of politics in the globalized era. Giddens's influentialtext
The ThirdWay(1998) advocatedthe notion of a neoliberal form of capitalism
that promoted intervention in the economy only at crucial moments in an
otherwise unfetteredfree-marketsystem. The premises of The Third Way are
further extended by Giddens's recent work, Runaway World (2002), which
foresees an epochal "expansion of democracy" due to the imperatives of
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globalization (5). Giddens espouses an adaptive capitalist technocracy,
essentially the same technologicalparadigmdescribedby Castells himself.
Centralto TheInformationAge is Castells's distinctionbetween the classic
Marxistmode of productionand the informationalparadigmhe refers to as the
mode of development. The new socio-technical paradigm of information
technology presents us with a new way of generating wealth: the action of
"knowledgeupon knowledge itself [is] the main source of productivity"(Rise
17), and "a technologicalrevolution, centredaroundinformationtechnologies"
is radically "reshaping,at acceleratedpace, the materialbasis of Society" (Rise
1). Castells agrees with the "postmodern"view that the working class is no
longerthe privilegedagentof history, reachingthis conclusionthrougha reading
of technological transformationand global capitalismthat is descriptiverather
than critical.
The Origins of Informationalism. According to Castells, the informationage
began to emerge at the end of the 1970s, as the so-called "post-warsettlement"
increasinglygave way to a revolutionin informationtechnology. The post-war
settlementof the 1950s and 1960s promised full employment, a steady rise in
living standards,and the creation of a mature welfare state. This Keynesian
model of politico-economic managemententered a period of stagnationand
upheaval in the 1970s, leading to a structuralre-organizationthat deployed
informationtechnologiesin orderto stimulatenew forms of commercialactivity
and promote technical efficiency. For Ernest Mandel, this new technological
regime reduced human labor costs by eliminating "direct contact by human
hands" (193), producing a "permanentpressure to accelerate technological
innovation. For the dwindling of other resources of surplus-profitsinevitably
leads to a constant hunt for 'technological rents' that can only be attained
throughpermanenttechnological 'renewal"' (192). The new flexibility offered
to capital by informationtechnology is intimately linked to the accelerating
progress of globalization,permittingcapitaliststo keep down labor costs while
exploiting emerging markets. In his analysis of the rise of this new global
system, Castellscomes close to figuringpolitico-economicdevelopmententirely
as an extrapolationof technological possibilities-that is, the network society
thesis has been seen as a kind of technologicaldeterminism.
On the other hand, commentatorswho stress this techno-determinismin his
work tend to overlook Castells's analysis of the importance of specifically
cultural factors in fostering the growth of the network society, especially the
studentrebellions of the 1960s and 1970s. For Castells, the significance of the
free speech movement on the Berkeley campus in 1964 and the May 1968
Movement in Paris was their promulgationof an ethos of social autonomyand
individual freedom, beyond the stricturesof the state, corporations, and the
patriarchy.Yet Castellsalso follows the BirminghamCentrefor CulturalStudies
group in seeing the 1960s student movement as essentially a "middle-class
revolt" thatwas "profoundlyadaptiveto the system's productivebase" (Hall et
al. 65; emphasis in original). In Britain, "the conventional wisdom was that
'affluence' and 'consensus' together were promoting the rapid 'bourgeoisi-
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fication' of the working classes. This was producingnew social types and new
social arrangementsand values" (21) that were being expressed through the
increasinglystridentdemandsof contemporaryyouth.
The structuralcrisis of the 1970s was not unmarkedby violence. As Gopal
Balakrishnannotes, in Italythe far-left Autonomiamovement, "thedescendents
of earlier street clashes," had begun to recreate themselves as "imagined
proletarians"(100). In Germany, the Netherlands, and Japan, opposition to
dictatorshipsand criticism of the work ethic and social conservatismburgeoned
duringthe same period. Castells attributesthe transformativeculturalvalues of
the 1960s and 1970s to a liberatedatmospherein which the new informationage
was constructed.Indeed, the vanguardsocial and culturalvalues inheredin the
very design innovationsthat powered and shaped the oncoming technological
revolution. Thoughthe architectsof this new era were not those who had fought
behindthe barricadesin the Sixties, they contemplatedthe new technology as a
liberator from corporate hierarchy and an embodiment of free expression,
personal autonomy, and anti-establishmentpolitics. As Latham shows in his
analysis of the rhetoric of the postindustrialutopiansof the period, insurgent
youth and emergent technologies "display similar properties, as if attunedto
each other in their developments:technologicalgrowth is driven by a youthful
spiritof innovation,while youth itself shows a buoyantadaptabilitythatpermits
accommodationwith radicallytransformativetechnologies" (145).
By contrast, in the 1990s, when the informationregime was more fully
emplaced, resistantyouth began to define itself not in tandemwith but against
the techno-system. Douglas Coupland'scelebratednovel GenerationX (1991)
manifests this new subjectivity. As Mark Forshaw notes, the characters in
GenerationX "refusedor attemptedto refusethe almostuniversallycommercial,
fully commodified and success-oriented consumer society into which their
bourgeois upbringingsand superioreducationwere supposedto deliver them"
(41). The generally white, middle-class refuseniks abandonthe consumerist
urbanAmerica, preferringto wanderits narrowingmargins;in their attemptto
escape the clutches of networksociety, the charactersmove from urbancenters
to the Palm Springsdesert and finally across the border into Mexico. The term
Couplandinvents for this contemporaryform of wanderlustis "Emallgration:
Migration towards lower-tech, lower informationenvironmentscontaining a
lessened emphasis on consumerism" (201). The flight of this disillusioned
middle class invokes Castells's vision in The Power of Identity, the second
volume of his Information Age trilogy, although here the middle classes
evidently still have the luxury of choice in distancingthemselves from the full
effects of these "blackholes of informationalcapitalism"(Power 162; emphasis
in original).
Social and Subjective Being. If the materialconditionsof social life have been
transformedin the informationage, as Castells indicates, then the new era must
also have broughtwith it a shift in the relations of production. 7he Power of
Identity delineates the exhaustion of the clear hierarchies of the previous
industrialage, showing how the prevailing culturalattitudesof the 1960s and
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1970s helped give rise to the nodal networksof informationalism.Accordingto
Castells, the dominanceof the new mode of capitalismhas transformedsocial
structureprecisely because of its global nature.The diminutionof the role of the
working classes Castells attributes,in part, to the rise of identitypolitics in the
radicalculturalchanges of the 1960s and 1970s; as FrankWebstercomments,
contemporarypolitics has shifted from an emphasison class issues towardsthe
"social movements of feminism, ethnic nationalism, and environmentalism"
(67). This is precisely the nascent "multiculturalism"that Slavoj Zizek attacks
as an emanationof capitalistliberalism, radicallyrepositioningthe progressive
legacy of 1960s identitypolitics by seeing it as adaptiveto the structuresof late
capitalism-a position with which Castells would largely agree.
Castells also believes thattraditionallaborhas been reducedandreplacedby
informationallabor: as networks come to govern, capital flows globally. The
working class becomes redundant through a combination of automation,
networkscreatenew niche marketsfromwhich traditionallaboris excluded, and
labor is outsourcedto geographicallyremote and cheaper zones of the world.
The eliminationof a clearly delineatedworkingclass simultaneouslydiminishes
the once instantlyidentifiablecapitalistclass of the high industrialage. Castells
contends that there now exists a "faceless collective capitalist," a group
described by Robert Reich as a shadowy cadre of "symbolic analysts"-the
accountants,financiers,investors, advertisers,softwareanalysts,andso on who
run contemporary capitalism and trading in "data, words, oral and visual
representations"(177). At the same time, an entire informationalunderclasshas
grown up, as Lathamnotes: "for every internetentrepreneurwho strikesit rich
in Silicon Valley, there is an invisible army of programmers,telemarketers,
Web site designers, chatroommonitors, and cybersex workers whose stake in
the system is considerablyless rosy" (166).
The Network Society facilitatesthe process of globalization.Technological
progress, however, has broughtwith it a conflicted searchfor identity, since the
multiplechannelsof the InformationAge offer a rangeof prospectiveidentifications thatmilitateagainstthe homogeneousrepresentationof social subjectsthat
existed in the pre-Informationera. In reaction against this deconstructive
proliferation, there has been a "widespreadsurge of powerful expressions of
collective identitythatchallengeglobalisationandcosmopolitanism"(Power 2).
In The Power of Identity, Castells scans the planet for evidence of this reactive
monoculturalismthatappearsin the forms of religious fundamentalism(Islamic
and Christian; he doesn't mention Hindu), ethnic identity, and oppositional
movements against the global, such as the Zapatistasof Mexico and Japan's
Aum Shinrikyo cult. To these, Castells adds environmentalpressure groups,
world feminism, and gay and lesbian liberationmovements.
In additionto these emerginggroupsthatdefine themselvesin reactionto the
structuresof global informationsociety, anotherkey symptomof the Information
Age is what Castells calls the "fourthworld." This terms encompasses all of
those who are irrelevantto the networkedoperationsof informationalcapitalism,
such as unskilledworkers and people living in areas of social exclusion such as
sub-SaharanAfrica or the inner-cityghettosof the United States. Castells writes
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incisively of the Americanpoor, who live adjacentto the privileged operatives
runningthis new-world system:
Americaninnercity ghettos, andparticularlythe black ghetto, have become part
of the earthlyhell being built to punishthe dangerousclasses of the undeserving
poor. And because a large proportionof black childrenare growing up in these
neighbourhoods,America is systematically reproducingits deepest patternof
social exclusion, inter-racialhostility, and inter-personalviolence. (End 145)

The fourth world describes a structuralexclusion in the new order as Castells
sees it. Under this new order, the demandsof flexibility and employmenton a
short-termbasis result in the slippage of the socially disadvantagedinto the
fourthworld. Castells arguesthatthe United Statesis the most unequalplace on
earth; the excluded individualis unable to keep pace with the accelerationof
informationalchange. This problemaffects the manytraditionallaborersunable
to respond to rapid changes in the global marketplace, but it also afflicts the
stockholderwho doesn't use currentinformationto trackhis investments.Social
exclusion is the penalty of a belated response to informationalchange, and
althoughsuch exclusion is not a new phenomenon,its normalizationunderthe
present system now appearsto be permanent.
The normalizationof the structurallyexcluded is a repeatedtheme in recent
science fiction texts, from the subculturalfascinationsof cyberpunkto cinematic
efforts such as Michael Winterbottom's Code 46 (2003). The excluded or
Castellsianfourthworld is exemplified in Neal Stephenson'sTheDiamondAge
(1995) by the "thousandsof Outer Tribesmen now encampedupon the dead
streets of the Pudong Economic Zone" (488), an ethnic salad of "Ashantis,
Kurds, Navajos, Tibetans" (490). In Code 46, Tim Robbins's character is
hawkedgoods by a socially-excludedgroupof beggars, or in the parlanceof the
film, "the uncovered"-those who cannot get health or other forms of social
insurance.This group, depictedas a desperateembodimentof chaos subsisting
outside fortresses of privilege and order, no longer enjoy the benefits of air
travel, moderm apartments, and the informational network. Structures of
inclusion and exclusion in Code 46 are also racially marked. The network
carriesexact informationon the uncovereds'identityandunsuitabilityfor work,
travel, or other benefits: it is a system of sorting and surveillance.
In the systemic informationalera, the individualis more thanever prone to
an anxiety borue out of the possibility of radical freedom from previous
constraintson humanidentity. PsychologistErik Eriksonhad observed, as early
as 1950, how "the patientof today suffers most under the problemof what he
should believe in and who he should ... be or become" rather than being
inhibited "from being what and who he thoughthe knew he was" (242). The
modernflexibility of institutionalstructureshas, accordingto RichardSennett,
"accompaniedthe short term contract and episodic labour" where "network
arrangementsare lighteron theirfeet" (23); for Sennettit is the "timedimension
of the new capitalism ... thatdirectly affects people's emotionallives" (25). In
the hyper-responsiveform of contemporarycapitalism, survivingmeans "keep
moving, don't commit yourself, and don't sacrifice" (25). Avoiding Sennett's
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critiquethat "thisworld doesn't offer much, either economically or socially, in
the way of narrative"that might orient identity (30), Castells suggests that we
need to be adaptiveto this fluctuating,mutablesociety or risk total obsolecence.
In Modernityand Self-Identity(1991), Anthony Giddens outlines how the
ontological sense of self emanates from the selection or creation of lifestyle
choices in the InformationAge, "theexistentialterrainof late modem life" (80).
Giddens refers to a "post-traditionalsocial universe, reflexively organised,
permeatedby abstractsystems, and in which the reorderingof time and space
realigns the local with the global" (80). A consequence of this realignmentis
thatthe self undergoesmassive change. Giddenssketchesthe centralfeaturesof
modernity that form personal identity: living in a post-traditionalorder, the
pluralization of life-worlds, the existence of methodological doubt in an
acceleratingsociety where proceduraloptionsproliferate,andthe prevalenceof
highly mediatedforms of experience (82-83). Furthermore,where situationsof
work, leisure, or family were previously all relatively local, now the "settings
of modem life are muchmore diverse and segmented," to the point thatboth the
public and the privatespheresare also subjectto rapidchange or "pluralisation"
(83). This is yet more evidence of a certainhomology between Giddens's work
and Castells's analysis of the informationsociety. Castells's formulationof a
new stratificationof class, the reassertionof identity, andhis concludinggambit
that we need to become proficient in a kind of self-programming,all parallel
Giddens's discussion of an emergent "life-planning"(85).
Castells's investigationsof technologically manipulablesubjectivitieshave
been explored in contemporaryscience fiction. More specifically, recent sf has
been investigating the concept of a techno-penetrativeform of radical selffashioning. In Greg Bear's Slant (1997), such self-therapyis a pre-requisitefor
continuedlegitimate functioningin the social order: to be "therapied"is to be
allowed continued access to the labor market, and social ambitions can be
enhanced by nanotechnologically-restyledbodies. Greg Egan's short story
"Reasons to be Cheerful" (1997) similarly includes a protagonist, a deeply
depressed teenage boy, receiving an "annualpsychological assessment"(216)
in a late-capitalistworld of private medicine and privatehealth insurance.The
youth must assess and adjusthis own mental state in a difficult world: "my only
freedom came down to a choice between hunting for reasons to justify my
sadness-deluding myself thatit was my own, perfectlynaturalresponseto some
contrived litany of misfortunes-or disowning it as something alien" (200).
JustinaRobsonhas also used the theme of biotechnologizedtherapyin her book
Mappa Mundi (2001). At one junctureher protagonist contemplatesthe effect
that bio-software will have in re-functioning the work-force away from
depressive illness, since "depressionon its own robs the whole country of
millions of man days a year" (70); yet this scientist is also fearful of the
potentialfor the governmentaland corporatemanagementof psychic life. The
denouement involves the release of counter-totalitariannanotechnological
software programs, "Prefer Compromise"and "No Fear" (453), containing
informationthat will paradoxically allow populationsto resist programming.
This therapeutictechnology of the self is furtherexemplified in the "counselor"
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characterin Star Trek: The Next Generation;as James Brown observes, "the
appearanceof a counsellor among the officers" is "indicativeof Star Fleet's
desire to achieve maximum efficiency by ensuring that all crew members
conduct their emotional lives in fundamentallysimilar terms," thus effecting a
"shapingof the capacitiesandselves of the crew to ensuremaximumefficiency"
(118). What Castells describes as selves adaptedto informationalismmight
therefore be regardedas problematicinstances of the extension of biopolitical
power: in this instance, sf has more critiqueto offer than critical sociology.
Epochs and Flows. By giving a proper name ("The InformationAge") to
contemporarysociety, Castells makes claims for a historical rupture;the very
title of Volume 3 of his trilogy, TheEnd of Millennium,cements this confident
assertion. Yet such a view demandsscrutiny, since assertionsof radical social
rupturedepend on what John Branniganconsiders an over-reliance "upon an
uncriticalnarrativestructurewhich posits a recognisableorigin or turningpoint"
(9). Others have clearly demarcated major epochal transformationsin the
postwarperiod:FredricJameson'swork, for example, relies on epochsthatshift
through Market Capitalism and Monopoly Capitalism to Multinational
Capitalism(Postmodernism35), a series of transitions(borrowedfrom Mandel)
that forms the backbone to many of his assertions about the structuresof the
postmodernepoch. Technology is importantin Jameson's account, but it is not
nearly so determiningas it is in Castells. However politically divergent, the
epochal economic logic of Castells can still be used to support the cultural
paradigmof postmodemismproposedby Jameson.
One of the centralorganizingconcepts for Castells's new epoch is the "space
of flows. " Castells arguesthatcapitalismhas ceased to be based in nationstates
but has insteadbecome disorganizedandglobal, based on "a space of flows, and
on timeless time, [that]is historicallynew" (End 356) Whatwe are seeing is a
new social logic that "dominatesthe historicallyconstructedspace of places, as
the logic of dominantorganisationsdetachesitself from the social constraintsof
culturalidentitiesand local societies throughthe powerful medium of information technologies" (Informational City 6). Informational flows of images,
wealth, andpower reconfigurethe historicalandsocial necessity for place-based
spaces. Castells's conception of the space of flows imagines networks as
constituting"the new social morphologyof our societies.... [T]his networking
logic induces a social determinationof a higher level than that of the specific
social interests expressed through the networks: the power of flows takes
precedence over the flows of power" (Rise 469). This spatial logic now
transformssocial organization.
Castells's second defining epochal concept is "timelesstime," the temporal
order of the InformationAge. Agrarian, industrial,and post-industrialepochs
each have different temporalproperties, and the "new informationalmode of
development has radical implications for the social organisation of time"
(Bromley 106). Whereagrariantime was set by the rhythmsof nature,industrial
time was configuredaroundclock time and was synonymouswith "thetriumph
of reason, the affirmation of social rights[,] ... the prolongationof life, ...
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careerpatterns,and the right to retirement"(Rise, 445-46). Timeless time is of
a different order entirely, having no socially meaningfulsequence. As Castells
puts it, "organisational,technological, andculturaldevelopmentscharacteristic
of the new, emerging society, are decisively underminingthis orderly lifecycle
without replacing it with an alternative" (Rise 445-46). Castells is thus
unapologetic in offering a ruptural account of social and technological
developmentin the InformationAge.
This thesis of the spatial and temporal re-ordering of contemporary
experience has echoes in the cultural analysis offered by William Gibson's
recentnovel PatternRecognition(2003). InJameson'scommentaryon the book,
the suspensionof time is seen as a corollaryof "theglobal provenanceand neoexoticism of the world markettoday in time and space" (Fear 108); the internetborne "footage"at the heart of the novel is for Jameson "the deeper subjectof
Pattern Recognition which projects the utopian anticipation of a new art
premised on 'semiotic neutrality"'(111). The footage is a collation of images
that are known to a global network of insiders and aficionados; they form a
subculturethat invites participantsto trade theories about its meaning. The
semiotic neutralityof the footage is mirroredin the unbrandingof the protagonist's clothes in the book: Cayce Pollardhas the names and brandsof all of her
clothes removed since their significationcauses her to suffer feelings of nausea.
It is this "systematiceffacement of names, dates, fashions and history itself"
(111), in Jameson's view, that reflects "everything the footage seeks to
neutralize:the work becomes a kind of quicksand,miring us ever more deeply
in what we struggleto escape" (112). Jameson'scontentionis thattimelessness
is key to the erasureof our historicalidentity, and the encroachmentof timeless
time and global commodificationadvances through the agency of networked
informationtechnology.
Castells is not a culturalcritic; cultural forms are largely absent from The
InformationAge. Castellsdoes commentbriefly on culturein relationto the new
epoch he has coined, but in ratherincidentaland generalizedways: "that'swhy
we are living in two cultures," he comments at one point, "a culture of
bewildermentaboutthe world we live in and a cultureof innovation,creativity,
andthe openingof new frontiers.This culturaldivide may be as importantdown
the line as the economic and social divides" (Makingof NetworkSociety4). The
limited comments on architecture in The Rise of the Network Society are

derivativeof classic postmoderncritiquesof culture, such as "Panofskyon the
Gothic cathedrals, Tafuri on the American skyscrapers, Venturi on the
surprisinglyKitsch American city" (418), and generally they reproduceviews
espoused in Jameson's Postmodernism, or Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism

(1991). Castells has nothing explicit to say on literaturein general or science
fiction in particular,despite his technological emphases and the futurological
bent of his writing. But this gives culturalcritics an opportunityto deploy his
sociological work for their own critical and creative ends.
The sociological rigor of Castells's trilogy establishes a framework for
readingcontemporaryrealist fiction and sf. Indeed, his work may help us locate
sf's place in the dominant formations of global capitalism and to see how
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technologyimpingeson artisticcultureas a mode of awareness. TheInformation
Age is an excellent theoreticalresourceto readalongsiderecentscience-fictional
efforts, such as the reformulationof subjectivityenvisionedby JustinaRobson
andGreg Bear's prognosisof a society in which extremeforms of psychotherapy
are compulsory and bodily re-design is a mark of social status. The urban
conglomerations projected in William Gibson's Sprawl and Chiba City in
Neuromancer(1984) anticipateto some extent Castells's futurologicalmapping
of a Guanxi-like super-capitalurban environment exploding in China. The
Shanghaiof Code 46 is just such a mega-city. Castells's notionof informational
guerrillas resisting the powers of global capital almost reads like a postcyberpunkplot set in an entirely deregulatedworld market. Both the form and
content of contemporary sf narratives might be fruitfully opened up with
Castells's conceptionsof timeless time and the space of flows.
Limits. Marxist critiques of Castells focus both on his over-inflationof the
importanceof the InformationAge andon his detachedpoliticalstandpoint.Alex
Callinicos objects that the so-called radicalcharacterof the InformationAge is
in fact much less revolutionarythanthe inventionof "electriclights andmotors;
the internalcombustionengine, and air travel, which transformedeverydaylife
much more dramatically"(216). He also attacksthe proponentsof Third Way
capital and informationalism,arguing that they "will look as foolish as their
counterpartsdid after the Wall Street Crash of October 1929" (216). Michael
Hardtand Antonio Negri's Empiredevotes only twenty pages of critiqueto the
"Informatizationof Production,"thus suggesting its relative insignificance in
their analysis of the new global system. Yet Castells has compiled a field study
and global representationof the InformationAge using concrete methodology
and accumulatinga host of specific sociological examples, by contrastwith the
ratherairy abstractionsof Hardtand Negri's tome. Despite his seeming lack of
a political stance, Castells's work can form the material basis for a political
critiqueof the multinationaltechnocracycurrentlyspreadingacross the globe.
Castells's researchtook him aroundthe world, across Europe, America, and
Asia, and he engaged a researchteam distributedin a global network. Is he an
emanationof the very system he describes?John Tomilinsonwrites of a certain
kind of globalization theorist who bemoans global homogeneity precisely
because s/he rarely leaves the internationalcocoon of the airportand the "five
star"insulationof hotels and westerncommodities. As a result, "thehomogenization thesis presents globalization as synchronizationto the demands of a
standardizedconsumer culture" (6), smoothing the passage of international
leisure for businesstravelers. Yet to "decidewhetherthe homogenizationthesis
really obtains you have to venture outside the security of the terminaland yet
progressively deeper into the cultural hinterland"(6). Some have critiqued
Castells's methodology by suggesting that he uses cross-national data in a
spuriousway to comment on the decline of sovereign nations (Fuller 203); it
may be then that his depiction of informationsociety is little more than a glib
transnationalconceptionor simply a vision of "Empire.net,"as MarkWilliams
suggests (255).
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In describing Manuel Castells's trilogy on the InformationAge, Anthony
Giddens suggested that "[i]t would not be fanciful to comparethe work to Max
Weber's Economy and Society" (qtd in Kreisler 1). Weber has been seen as a
liberal who "does not ... provide us with a clear moral message by which we
could guide ourselves throughsocial reality.... Weber saw historicalchange as
the unintendedeffect of endless social processes and contingentcircumstances"
(Kreisler 9). Castells, in a characteristicallyopen-minded flourish, quotes
Weber's poignantwords:
No one knows who will live in this cage in the future, or whetherat the end of
this tremendousdevelopment, entirely new prophetswill arise, or there will be
great rebirthof old ideas, or if neither, mechanisedpetrification, embellished
with a convulsive sense of self-importance.For of the last stage of this cultural
development, it might well be truly said: 'specialists without spirit, sensualists
withoutheart, this nullity imaginesthatit has attaineda level of civilisationnever
before achieved.' (Rise 200)
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ABSTRACT
This article reviews Manuel Castells's contributionto the theory of high-techglobalization in his sociological trilogy 7heInformationAge. I examine Castells's claim that socalled Network Society is a discrete period in history, an epoch that incorporatedthe
liberal individualism of the 1960s with a structural reorganizationof labor. I then
investigate informationalnetworks in terms of their capacity to transformour social
being, assessing the political implicationsof Castells's thesis throughreferenceto a range
of social theorists. Specifically, I consider how Castells's evaluationof the political and
culturalresistanceto global homogenizationleads him to advocatesystems of advanced
self-management, radical self-fashioning, and individual adaptabilityto accelerating
technoscientific change. I conclude with an analysis of the science-fictional natureof
Castells's futurologyand its potentialutility as a theoreticalframeworkfor sf critics.

